
     

À tue-tête from Switzerland likes to brew and blend beers that reflect their terroir, with a twist of modernity. They love mixed fermentation, and are inspired by all kind of fermentation. They 
closely work together with winemakers and growers. They want to link present-day swiss craft beer to the old wine world. They try to innovate, using ingredients like vegetables, all parts of 
fruits (like pits, grape stems) or spent bread. Come and explore!

Betterave, Sour ale, 6,5% alc.vol.
Barrel aged golden sour ale, aged on local beetroots. This beer is born in the heart of our terroir, using roots instead of fruit. Inspired by pickled beetroots, it is also a tribute to the growers we work with.

Noire, Sour Ale, 7,5 % alc.vol.
Blend of dark sour ale aged in oak barrels. We use roasted malts to balance the tartness of this beer. Noire is the base beer for some other À tue-tête fruit beers.

Noyau d’Abricot for Noyau , Sour Ale, 6,5 % alc.vol.
Barrel aged golden sour ale, with apricot pits. We use the pits of our apricot beer instead of throwing them away. This beer displays an amaretto-like taste, more sublte than its apricot counterpart.

Marc de Merlot, Grape Ale, 6,5% alc.vol.
Every year during grape harvest, we choose a biodynamicaly grown grape pomace to ferment one of our beers. We don’t pitch yeast. This beer was fermented in the barrel with Merlot pomace, then dry hopped 
with noble hops.

Salsa Verde,  Sour Ale, 6,5% alc.vol.
Golden sour ale, with tomatillos, jalapeno peppers, lime and cilantro. À tue-tête likes to bring new flavours (inspired by their travels) in beers that are made using old techniques. 

Chasselas, Sour Ale, 7,2% alc.vol. 
Barrel aged sour ale, aged on local Chasselas grapes. À tue-tête is located in a wine region, in wich Chasselas is the most cultivated grape varietal. The grape is used to make a wide range of different wines, À 
tue-tête shows it can also be used in beer.

https://www.facebook.com/attbrasserie/

Located in the small town of Birling, this farm brewery brews a range of highly hopped beers, new and old styles. They are a big believer in the traditional English way of serving the beer in cask. Hence all their 
beers are available, not only on kegs and cans, but also on cask - a different method of dispense. And all beer is (virtually) served live, naturally conditioned in the container from which they are served. Served in 
cask gives the beer a whole different experience. By the use of hand pumps the beer is served in an almost flat state but still cooled and crisp to drink. This weekend they serve beers in cask and keg. It’s a unique 
opportunity to experience the difference! 

Prohibition, American Pale Ale, 4,8 % alc.vol.
A citrusy Pale Ale highly hopped with some of the latest US hops. Naturally fermented and live in the can.

Elysium, New England IPA, 5,9% alc.vol.
Elysium is a state of perfect happiness which we aim to achieve with this deliciously hoppy elixir. Our method of hopping allows us to get all types of flavours and aromas from our hops.

Key Lime Rye, Milkshake IPA, 5,3% alc.vol.
We use key limes, lime leaves, lactose, malts and other natural products and botanicals to recreate a Key Lime Pie in a glass. The flavours are naturally explosive and are complemented by the hops to make this a 
deliciously fruity IPA.

Brewers Reserve, Pale With Attitude, 5,0% alc.vol. – in cask!
A strong hop flavour of citrus and resin. A well balanced, but hoppy beer, available in cask with a light, natural condition.

https://www.facebook.com/attbrasserie/


Old Jamaica, Toffee Ginger Stout, 5,1% alc.vol. – in cask!
A sweet English Stout with a modern twist, based around a traditional Jamaican cake recipe. The beer is served in cask with a light, natural condition.

www.kentbrewery.com

  

Bøgedal Brew is Scandinavia’s only all-gravity brewery! Their method is an attraction in itself, since the brew flows freely (all gravity), from vat to vessel, without pumping. The worth is boiled 
over an open fire. Bøgedal is the only commercial brewery in the world that has innovated on the Danish tradition of brewing Godtoel or “the good beer”. The beer is very rich, full bodied with 
many of the natural sugars still intact. They brew ales in their own style from IpA’ish to Stout’ish, and work with Oak Aged Sours using fermented local start cultures. Bøgedal is all about reinventing sustainable 
slow production, all of this on a beautiful old farm in the country side of Denmark....

Bøgedal Sour’ish 1, Oak Matured Soft Sour, 7,7% alc.vol.
Sour made on a blend of 2 sour beers that fermented 9.5 & 12 months on French Oak partly with ½ liter juice made of fermented apple peels, mash and local yest and partly with ½ liter juice made of fermented 
blackberries and local yeast. It results in a very vinous beer having lots of similarities to natural wine but with the beer bitterness. 

Bøgedal Sour’ish 2, Pale barreled ‘soft sour’, 7,7% alc.vol.
A sour beer that fermented 12 months with ½ liter juice of wild fermented blackberry. It’s an elegant vinous sour’ish that one could - in a blind tasting- take for a dry white wine or Sherry with a aftertaste of beer. 
Beautifully spiced, having also similarities to a Saison. 

Bøgedal Flowerhop, IPA’ish fresh hopped Pale Ale, 6,2% alc.vol.
Richly malted in a single infusion, boiled over open fire. Not pumped. Dry-hopped with Nugget, Mosaic, Simcoe & Fresh Winge hop harvested from their own hop-garden. Moderate hopped IPA with flowers, 
citrus and nectar. Winge hop is named after the Danish Professor Winge who took care of the Danish brewery Carlsberg its former hop garden.

Bøgedal Stout’ish, Stout’ish, 6,5% alc.vol.
Bøgedals brewing method is impressing when it comes to Stouts. The richness and the body that is the result of this inefficient mashing makes excellent Stouts with flavors that just keep evolving. They also 
added some Older Tripler and OldAle in the fermenting process.

Bøgedal No 589, Triple Ale’ish, 9,5% alc.vol.
They went crazy with the malt. Normally they use 100 % more than in typical craft brewing but here they added 50 % on top of that. It’s a very rich beer like a triple Ale, but it’s not. Aromatic, sweet and powerful 
with scent of honey, fruity grains & flowers. It has a great deal of rest sugar & flowers as well as beewax. It’s made to be saved for many years, it only gets better.

Bøgedal OldALE, Dark Ale, 6,2% alc.vol.
This beer is a 90 % Dark Ale mixed with a 10% Bøgedal No 512. Bøgedal No 512 is brewed on a Langelands Barley. It’s an Old Danish barley variant that we have found treasure hunting in Nordic Genebank. Lan-
gelands Barley is cultivated and malted on Bøgedal. Bottled matured. A good ripe and rich beer. Taste of coffee, caramel and English licorice and leather balanced with sweetness.

http://www.boegedal.com/

Brouwerij de Moersleutel are 4 brothers, always busy creating taste sensations, looking for improvements or new flavours and optimizing their beers. They brew beer for people who love pronounced flavours. 
Their beer is pronounced, complex, balanced, often full and soft in texture. They are constantly tinkering with their recipes in search of perfection because they want to brew beer that is considered legendary. 
Their slogan is not for no reason ‘Anyone who drinks our beer must be spoiled for life and must want nothing more’. Tasting at your own risk! 

Smoke Screen, Smoke Stout, 8% alc.vol.
Brewed with a mix of German rouchmout and Scottish peatedmalt. This gives this beer a surprisingly soft smoky taste.

Double Roast Ethiopia, Imperial Stout, 12% alc.vol.
Administered with ethiopian coffee from the Fire masters. A delicious espresso taste.

http://www.kentbrewery.com/
http://www.boegedal.com/


Aztec Hot Chocolate , Imperial Stout, 10% alc.vol.
Aztec Hot Chocolate is a spicy imperial stout with cacao, cacao nibs, vanilla, cinnamon and ancho chillies. These ingredients give the beer a chocolate and spice overload with a subtle heat in 
the aftertaste.

Octane Overlord, Russian Imperial Stout, 11% alc.vol.
Brewed with dark malts and lightly smoked malts. This gives the beer a strong taste with a sweet aftertaste.

Bumps ahead, American Barley wine, 10% alc
Dry hopped barleywine. When served young, the fruity flavors of the dry hopping come out beautifully. When aged a bit, the fruity flavors of the hops give way to the more complex flavors of 
the aging.

Emergency Escape, NEDIPA, 8%
Single hop with Mosaic. Hops are added during fermentation which brings out different flavors than when the beer is dry hopped in the traditional way.

brouwerijdemoersleutel.nl

G’Bräu from Berlin makes a cold fermented, lager-type gruit beer which is very special in Germany. They make organic beer, brewed only with wild herbs like alehoof, stinging nettle, yarn, artemisia etc. Besides 
from the great and refreshing taste their beers have, they belief in the healing and nourishing power of those ancient herbs for body, soul and spirit. Not using hops, they are not brewing according to the Ger-
man Reinheitsgebot. That´s why they call their beers “G´Bräu” and are currently forced to change their name. The new name will be “G’BROI”. But we are happy to welcome them with their original name G’Bräu!

Wilde Nessel, Gruit beer, 4,90 % alc.vol.
Crisp and light, refreshing lager with a hint of nettle. No hops!

Stolze Blüte, Gruit beer, 4,90 % alc.vol.
Crisp and light, refreshing lager with a hint of elederly flower. No hops!

Schwarzes Schaf, Gruit beer, 4,90 % alc.vol.
Crisp and light, refreshing lager with a hint of yarn and artemisia, a little bit more bitter than the others, pale ale character. No hops!

Brüllender Bock, Gruit beer, 6,50 % alc.vol.
Crisp and intense, refreshing Bock beer with a distinctive hint of wild herbs. No hops!

https://gbrau.com/

They started off in 2008 as Brasserie de Bastogne, and are very proud of the new brewery they built this year and gave the new name Brasserie Minne. The secret of this fantastic brewery in the South of Belgium, 
is Philippe Minne’s passion for brewing and his continuous drive to keep on learning, improving the process and exploring the diversity in all fermentation styles. They are known for their lactic, wild and mixed 
fermented beers as well as their classic beers. At the festival they plan on surprising you with some of their Wood Barrel projects and some sour & classic session beers. 

Super Sanglier, Session IPA, 4,5% alc.vol.
Light & full of flavours - Cascade & mosaïc hop

Rouge Ardenne, Fruity sour, 7% acl.vol.
Lactic fermentation blended with a barrel aged beer

http://brouwerijdemoersleutel.nl/
https://gbrau.com/


Wood Stout 2018 edition, Stout Barrel aged , 8% alc.vol.
Belgian whisky barrels matched perfectly with our classic spelt stout

Mad Min, Sour, 9,5% alc.vol.
Red ale aged in Madeira Barrels

Hazy Lazy, Neipa, 6% alc.vol.
Neipa variation with Ardenne wheat& fruit

www.brasserieminne.be 

For the first time in Belgium! Dancing Camel Brewery is Israel’s oldest craft brewery, located in the heart of Tel Aviv in a vintage 1930’s grain warehouse. Since 2005, the’ve been dedicated to brewing distinctly 
Israeli beers. Beers that reflect the unique culture and history of the land by accenting the beers with the vast collection of fruits, herbs and spices indigenous to the region, some mentioned as far back as bibli-
cal times. Looking for spiced beers? This is the place to be!

Olde Papa, Strong Ale brewed with date honey, 7,5% alc.vol.
Olde Papa is named after the venerable Talmudic sage Rav Papa (c. 300-375 AD), founder of the Taludic Academy of Neresh and brewer of the best darn beer in ancient Babylonia. Known for his “Sudni”, a beer 
brewed with date honey. The Talmudic discussions of his beers also include one of the oldest known references to brewing with hops. 

Gordon Beach Blond, Blond Ale brewed with nana and rosemary, 4,9% alc.vol.
Named for one of Tel Aviv’s most iconic beaches, Gordon Beach Blond is a light, refreshing blond ale, brewed with local mint and rosemary. Both originally Mediterranean spices (Nana from Morocco and Rose-
mary from Egypt). These flavors are found in many dishes and drinks in the region. Pairs perfectly with “Matkot” (an Israeli beach paddleball) and Mediterranean sunsets. 

Doc’s Green Leaf Party, American-style IPA, 6,8% alc.vol.
Doc’s Green Leaf Party was brewed in memory of “Doc” Don Morris - professor, author, advisor and friend. Doc’s Green Leaf Party is a classic American-style IPA, brewed with the finest West Coast and Australian 
hops, and a touch of Israeli date honey. Notes of passion fruit, mango and citrus flavors punctuate this delightfully refreshing ale.

Leche del Diablo, Chili Pepper Belgian-style Wit, 5% alc.vol.
Delightfully refreshing Belgian-style Wit brewed with unmalted Israeli wheat and a bite of Shatta - an Israeli chili pepper. No five-alarm fire, the Shatta adds a curious tickle at first, then slowly builds in your thro-
at, on your tongue and on your lips, adding a tantalizing dimension to this most refreshing of beer styles.

My Funny Levantine, Stout brewed with Aniseed, 5% alc.vol.
Aniseed, known for its contribution to the cuisine of the Levant, melds beautifully into a symphony of coffee, dark chocolate and licorice for a distinctly Levantine experience. Dark and mysterious, like a Levanti-
ne Valentine, guaranteed to warm the coldest desert nights.

https://www.dancingcamel.com/ 

Both founded by Pekka Kääriäinen: Bryggeri Helsinki and Lammin Sahti which is also Finland’s oldest microbrewery, founded in 1985. Bryggeri Helsinki produces a wide diversity of skilfully crafted beers and 
Lammin Sahti is famous for its Sahti, a traditional Finnish beer speciality, a very low carbonated and sweetish farmhouse drink. Filtered with juniper twigs and fermented with baking yeast, sahti is cloudy beer 
with fruity aromas and phenolic flavours. Sahti needs to be freshly made to drink, so it’s very rare to find it with us. So make sure to try it at the festival!

Lammin Sahti, Sahti, 7,5% alc.vol
Traditionally brewed Finnish beer speciality. It is a typically very low carbonated and sweetish farmhouse drink. Filtered with juniper twigs and fermented with baking yeast, sahti is cloudy beer with fruity aro-
mas and phenolic flavours.

http://www.brasserieminne.be
https://www.dancingcamel.com/


Bryggeri Citra, Pale ale, 4,5% alc.vol
Straw coloured pale ale with exotic, fruity aromas and a light citrusy taste. Moderate strength makes it a perfect session ale. Hopped with Citra, Nelson Sauvin & Magnum.
 
Bryggeri Supernova, Double IPA, 7,8% alc.vol.
A juicy double IPA with an explosion of hops boosted with lemon peel. The body is lightened with malted wheat and rice. Hopped with Columbus, Chinook, Centennial & Citra.
 
Bryggeri Rosé, “Wine beer”, 8,8% alc.vol. 
A beautifully red coloured hybrid beer, fermented with white wine and beer yeasts. Grape juice gives it a mild sweetness and hibiscus a subtle sourness. Hopped with Nelson Sauvin and Citra.
 
Bryggeri Sofia, Imperial stout,  9,0% alc.vol. 
A pitch black stout with creamy beige head and rich & roasty aroma. A straight forward strong stout of the original British style. European Beer Star silver medalist 2018. Hopped with EKG, Challenger & Magnum.

https://bryggeri.fi/en/
http://www.sahti.fi/

Brùton produces and sells happiness, on draft and in bottles. May cause hilarity. In Lucca, since 2006. Brùton was born in a wine country, from Apo the son of a wine-maker. They produce classic styles, with an 
Italian touch, working on elegance and drinkability. Plus yeah, they’ve been making Italian Grape Ales before the style was born! And no, they don’t make beers having a mud-like apperience.

Brùton di Brùton, English Summer Ale, 5,5 % alc.vol.
Light and crispy, super easy-drinking and highly awarded, it is their day-by-day beer. It follows the English tradition of summery ales, having a hint from the Americans

Momus, Strong Scotch Ale, 7% alc.vol.
Amber beer inspired by the Scottish tradition, produced with peated malts addiction. Strong and full-bodied, with persistent caramel and chestnut honey’s scents, it is at the same time an unexpectedly easy to 
drink ale

Abiura, Saison, 6,5% alc.vol.
A super classic in Belgian style. This is just yeast: 100% pilsner malts, no spices, no traets.

Limes, IGA, 8,5% alc.vol.
Standing on the shoulders of a Saison, the Vermentino white grape wort is added during fermentation. The result is a very dry, fascinating, mineral and almost salty hybrid.

Limes Rosa, IGA, 8,5% alc.vol.
As in 2017 they had a very dry summer in Tuscany, they realized they wouldn’t have any Vermentino for their Limes... So they just turned to the most popular Tuscan Grape, Sangiovese, using its wort vinificated 
as a white wine to make this new Grape Ale!

www.bruton.it 

Edge Brewing brews a wide range of beer styles, from hoppy saisons and IPAs to barrel-aged stouts and porters. However they are best known for their sour beers where they combine fruit, spice and herbs to 
bring flavour, complexity, and interest to kettle-soured beers. They’re not afraid of an experiment and they love doing collabs with breweries who are as adventurous as they are.

Triple Virgin Cherries, Belgian Tripel with Cherries, 7,7% alc.vol.
Triple refers not just to the yeast and malt backbone of a Belgian Tripel but also to the triple fermentation - batch of sour wort (lacto ferment), regular fermentation with the Belgian yeast strain, finishing with the 
champagne yeast towards the end.

Patxaran Sour, Berliner Weisse with Sloe Berries & Spices, 5,1% alc.vol.
Collab with BrewDog (Scotland), this berliner inspired by the classic Spanish Liquor, Pataxaran, includes a hearty dose of sloe berries (endrinas) along with a touch of anis, cinnamon, and coffee to round out the 
flavor.

https://bryggeri.fi/en/
http://www.sahti.fi/
http://www.bruton.it


Blush, Rosé IPA, 7,2% alc.vol.
Collab with Dry & Bitter (Denmark), A dry IPA infused with hibiscus gives this beer a slight peach blush. Hallertau Blanc hops add a delicate fruit and floral aroma.

Pionero, DDH Double IPA, 8,2% alc.vol.
Features a particular blend of hops for a juicy, tropical flavor. Our first beer in a can.

Maya, Imperial Pilsner, 8,2% alc.vol.
Collab with To Øl (Denmark), brewed with all English malts and German hops (Mandarina Bavaria), we allowed this beer to lager in our tanks for 3 months before packaging. 

Barrica 31, Bourbon BA Imperial Stout, 9,8% alc.vol.
A blend of two Imperial Stouts barrel aged in Heaven Hill, Buffalo Trace, and Jim Beam barrels for 18 months. Carefully blended to create a smooth, delicate, and suprisingly easy drinking Im-
perial Stout. 

http://edgebrewing.com/ 

The beer revolution has only just arrived in Ukraine. But Varvar Brew has been brewing a variety of styles for 3 years now in Kyiv. Always pushing the boundaries of what is considered beer, experimenting with 
ingredients and techniques, opening new horizons for local beer drinkers. They always strive for something new in style or flavor. But they never frown upon classics and are happy to rediscover traditional ways 
of making beer, barrel aging or using indigenous yeast. They are ever-curious.

Dragon Milk, Chipotle Milk Stout, 6% alc.vol.
Always intrigued by unusual ingredients they seek ways to bring more flavor to beer, but aim to keep it in balance. This beer is a result of search for the perfect proportion of smoked jalapeno peppers (read deli-
cate smokiness and touch of hot) and velvety milk stout. 

Et Tu, Brute?, Brut IPA, 7,5
The most versatile and everchanging flagship style of beer revolution never ceases to amaze and evolve. New variety of IPA involving new techniques to make it bone dry and effervescent is here and they ob-
viously had a go on it. 

Transatlantic Flight, Imperial Milk Stout, 8,8% alc.vol.
Innovation is not necessarily something radically new, it’s also staying relevant. Listening to somebody’s expertise and transforming it to fit local expectations. This is the first ever US-Ukrainian collaboration 
aimed to show that beer’s connecting people and continents. Both Saugatuck Brewing Co and Varvar Brew have skills in sweet stouts, but this evolved version is a definite level-up.

Doppelsticke, Altbier aged on oak chips, 9,4% alc.vol.
You take old classic style, imperialize it and boost with oaky tannins. Is this something new? Definitely!

Sour Vine, Wild Ale, 7,3% alc.vol.
Maybe barrel as a vessel is not that innovative, but in the age of steel we’ve completely forgot about it. Time to go to the roots and make it great again! We plunged into unknown universe of wood and wild 
yeast and somewhere on the middle found this tart and untamed beauty. It took almost two years and a red wine barrel to arrive. 

https://varvarbrew.com/

 

Hof ten Dormaal aspires to be a true farmhouse brewery. By cultivating most of our own grains and hops the circle is almost complete. Our beers reflect our mindset. A lot of them have a distinct saison taste or 
are foudre and barrel sours. We’re not afraid to experiment and released numerous beers with unlikely ingredients and brewing methods. At LIBF we present some new beers as well as some classics!

Troebel in Paradise, 5,5% alc.vol.
A new style juicy IPA brewed with German hops

http://edgebrewing.com/
https://varvarbrew.com/


Lauwendries Saison, 5,8% alc.vol.
A newly brewed old school saison with farm grown ingredients

Oak aged Jura, 12% alc.vol.
A strong belgian blond aged for 8 months on freshly emptied Jura whiskey barrels

Barbera, 7,5% alc.vol. 
Sour grape ale on the basis of Zure van Tildonk with 35% barbera grape most

WitGoud, 8% alc.vol.
Our flagship beer, a belgian blond with chicory roots

Farmhouse cider, 7% alc.vol.
Barrel aged cider

Farmhouse summer Mead - 13%
Our very first mead, made from local summer honey. Semi dry with a floral touch

https://www.hoftendormaal.com/

 

First time in Belgium! Bryggverket is a small brewery from Umeå in the north of Sweden that started in 2014.That they like flavours and experimenting is an understatement. They’ve done everything from tradi-
tional lagers to beer with blood in it! They make beers with unexpected flavours, using the best ingredients, adding a great deal of curiosity and a lot of passion. They brew beer for themselves, and it turns out 
that other people like those flavours as well. Come and try for yourself!

Lengrädded, New England IPA, 6,5% alc.vol.
A refreshing, hazy, hop juice. Lots of adjuncts and loads of Citra and Mosaic.

Kaakao Kaakao, Imperial Chocolate Stout, 9,1% alc.vol.
A collaboration with Gustaf Mabrouk who has one of Swedens best chocolate bean to bar producer and is captain of the Swedish Pastry Team. Loads of malts, loads of lactose, loads of chocolate and loads of 
flavour.

Dubbelpipa, Double IPA, 9,5% alc.vol.
A classic West Coast IPA. Sweet, bitter, hoppy and high in alcoholic content that together creates a sneaky kind of easy drinking Double IPA. Beware!

Get Lucky, IPA, 6,9% alc.vol.
Our first commercial beer. We wanted to do something different since the market at the time was flooding with American style IPAs. So we added some more crystal malts and single hopped it with Nelson Sau-
vin from New Zeeland. Giving it a different character than the ordinary West Coast IPA. 

Janne Shuffle, India Pale Lager, 5,1% alc.vol.
A modern lager. We use two different yeast strains in this one, and dry hop it as an American pale ale. A clean easy drinking lager that adds some bitterness and hops to the finish. A collaboration with the fa-
mous guitar player Janne Schaffer and artist, director actor Lasse Åberg.

The Bru-Team, Brut IPA, 7,5% alc.vol.
A new style of IPA. Adding enzymes to the mash and/or fermenter makes it bone dry. Hopping it heavily with both hop pellets and cryo hops makes it fruity and fresh. Like a mix between a New England IPA and 
sparkling wine.

https://bryggverket.se/news

https://www.hoftendormaal.com/
https://bryggverket.se/news


  

From Asheville, North Carolina, meet Wicked Weed Brewing! They approach beer the way a painter approaches a canvas. To them, innovation is evident. They combine all kind of old cella-
ring methods with new flavors and production techniques, using local botanicals and spices, but they’re not shy to include more exotic ingredients. Wicked Weed Brewing’s focus is in West 
Coast-style IPAs and a robust sour and wild ale program. 

Farmhouse Cider, 7% alc.vol.
Oak-Fermented carbonated Cider.

Bourbon Barrel Aged French Toast Stout, 12.3% alc.vol.
Imperial Stout Brewed with Cinnamon, Vanilla, and Maple Syrup

Chien de Ferme, 5.3% alc.vol.
Brettanomyces Farmhouse Ale Fermented with Cherries 
 
Pernicious, IPA, 7.3% alc.vol.

Black Angel, 6.8% alc.vol.
Bourbon Barrel Aged American Sour Ale Fermented with Cherries

Recurrant 7.7% alc.vol.
American Sour Ale Fermented with Black Currants

www.wickedweedbrewing.com

Driven by passion, knowledge and creativity, they use the latest technology and only the best ingredients. Monyo Brewing Co. was founded in 2014 to revolutionize the scene of craft brewing in Hungary and 
succeeded to do so! Science and the story behind the beers are just as important as the product itself. Last year they launched the Hungarian Terroir series, all unique and unrepeatable brews using special local 
ingredients, whether it’s a fruit, a spice or a barrel in collaboration with the local producers. They’re presenting them here!

Hungarian Terroir: Villány - Spontan Syrah 2017, 8,1% alc.vol.
Spontaneously Fermented Beer Aged In Hungarian Syrah Red Wine Barrels
Collaboration brew with the Heumann Winery from Villány. Spontaneously fermented beer with Syrah pomace. After the fermentation the beer was put to Hungarian Syrah Red Wine Barrels for a year. The result 
is a very complex beer. Aroma is funky, a little brett and soft vinous notes. Taste is mildly sour with some Syrah red wine notes.

Hungarian Terroir: Sopron - Blaufränkisch RIS 2018, 10,5% alc.vol.
Russian Imperial Stout Aged In Hungarian Blaufränkisch Red Wine Barrels
Collaboration with a Pfneiszl Estate from Sopron. A few litres of their Premium Blaufränkisch wine was added directly to the beer. After that the beer aged in Blaufrankisch Red Wine Barrels for months. The result 
is impressive. Deep-black color with massive beige head. Thick, rich and strong taste with soft carbonation. Roasted barley, dark chocolate and coffee dominates in aroma and taste. The wine added some fruit-
ness (dried fruits, blueberry) and a little acidity to the beer.

Hungarian Terroir: Tokaj - Belgian Strong Ale 2018, 8,6% alc.vol. 
Belgian Strong Ale with Tokaji Furmint Pomace
Classic Belgian Strong Ale made with Furmint Pomace, which is the basis of Bodrog Borműhely’s “Mesés” cuvée. It was a late harvest Furmint (typical Hungarian grape). Flavor is honey, pear & dried fruits.

Hungarian Terroir: Szekszárd - Spontan Kadarka 2018, 6,8% alc.vol.
Spontaneously Fermented Beer With Kadarka Pomace
Made in Szekszárd in collaboration with János Márkvárt Jr. On the hudred years old Kadarka fields everything is still done handmade and some grape marcs made their way to this project. The final result is a bit 
similar to Syrah but this is more spicy and fresh. Try both! 

http://www.wickedweedbrewing.com


Brewing After Sex Is Very Relaxing, Tokaji Barrel Aged Saison, 6,3% alc.vol.
Classic saison aged in two different Tokaji Szamorodni barrels. Collaboration with Gizella and Balassa winery from Tokaj. Very light and dry saison.

Magic Always Comes With A Price, White Grape Brut IPA, 6,3% alc.vol.
Brewed with 200l Olaszrizling white grape juice and dry-hopped with fresh Wai-iti hops from New Zealand. Very dry and freshy Brut Ale.

www.monyobrewing.com

Siphon Brewing is a microbrewery in the West Flemish village of Damme. Their beers have been described as ‘Old World meets New World’, combining classic Belgian styles incorporating an innovative twist with 
international styles not common in Belgium. Siphon Brewing were awarded the title of Ratebeer’s Best New Brewery in Belgium in 2017 so make sure to try out their beers!

Lieve, Belgian Kölsch-Style, 4,5% alc.vol.
Lieve is a light gold, crisp and crushable beer showcasing 100% pils malt. It’s inspired by the top fermented but lagered hybrid beers produced around the German city of Cologne (Kölsch Konvention, 1986), but 
has a firmer bitterness (Citra and Mandarina Bavaria) and more pronounced ester profile.

Damme Nation, Belgian IPA, 7% alc.vol.
Damme Nation is a marriage of the British tradition of a more amber malt profile, the caramelised notes of Belgian special B malts with the seductive quality of classic American hop varieties from the Yakima 
Valley (Amarillo, Cascade and Citra).

Cassandra, Oyster Stout, 7% alc.vol.
Cassandra’s bitterness derives from both its coffee-like roasted grains as well as its earthy European hop bill. A subtle touch of minerality through the addition of oyster shells at the end of the boiling process 
brings out a perceived chocolatey-liquorice sweetness.

Cendre, Black India Saison, 6,5% alc.vol.
Cendre is a blend of styles from a variety of countries, with the chocolate malt character of a British stout, the seductive melon and pine profile of an American IPA and the drying citrus qualities of a Belgian 
Saison. 

Tronk, Vanilla Orange Quadrupel, 10% alc.vol.
Tronk’s base is a classic Quadrupel with an extra layer of ingredients to achieve the winter twist. No spices were added in the boiling stage. Instead, orange zest and vanilla pods were added after fermentation, in 
cold conditioning tanks, one week before bottling. 

1902, Honey Lavender Tripel, 8,5% alc.vol.
1902 is a classic Belgian style -a golden Tripel- but with a twist of honey and lavender. The addition of honey accentuates the rich nectar-like maltiness of the beer, and the distinct aromas of the lavender compli-
ment both the floral, earthy hop profile and the banana-esque, apricot yeast flavours.

http://www.siphonbrewing.be/ 
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